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Abstract

When and what types of informational cues do voters rely on when forming opinions? Previous

tests on the influence of cues have used static, single time-frame designs and highlight the strength

of partisan cues. This paper makes two contributions to that literature. It examines both partisan

cues and policy information and does so over time. Using a panel experiment, I find that partisan

cues are more important than policy cues when both are equally recent. However, policy infor-

mation is capable of trumping party cues when policy information is more recent. These findings

provide evidence that static experimental designs fail to capture the nuances of opinion formation

that emerge from a more dynamic approach and that the type of cue leads to different effects at

different times.
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Introduction

Determining what information motivates changes in voter opinion is a seminal question in polit-

ical behavior research. Previous scholarship examines how a voter makes decisions with respect

to cues from political parties (Rahn 1993; Bartels 2002; Nicholson 2012; Brookman and Butler

2017), cues from policy information (Lupia 1994; Lupia and McCubbins 1998; Burnett and Kogan

2015), and how these cues compete in a voter’s evaluation (Lau and Redlawsk 2001; Bullock 2011;

Boudreau and MacKenzie 2014). Broadly, previous research posits that a voter’s opinion can be

influenced by both partisan and policy cues; yet when these cues compete, partisan information

tends to be weighed more heavily than policy information.

Cue taking studies have undoubtedly contributed to a broader understanding of how informa-

tion influences voters. However, previous work has relied on static—single time frame—research

designs. Chong and Druckman (2010) introduce and demonstrate the need for dynamic—over

time—research designs. The authors found that the passage of time between treatments, which

more accurately reflects voters’ information acquisition in the real world, changed the strength of

informative cues. Since many previous experiments on cue taking have relied on static designs,

scholars must be concerned that previous findings could be misleading or simply wrong.

In this paper, I find that Chong and Druckman (2010; 2012) were right to highlight the im-

portance of dynamic designs. I implement a panel experiment included on the 2016 Cooperative

Congressional Election Study (CCES) in which subjects were randomly assigned into treatments

where they received either a partisan cue then policy information or policy information then a par-

tisan cue. The results of the experiment suggest that partisan cues trump policy cues when both

are equally recent, as scholars might expect based on past work. However, I also find that policy

information is capable of trumping party cues when policy information is presented after a partisan

cue. The results in the study provide an endorsement of using dynamic designs to study the role

of cues and highlight the importance of time on the relative effectiveness of policy information

and partisan cues. Thus, to have a thorough understanding of voters’ opinion formation, scholars

should consider the implications of time on opinion formation.
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The study also affords an opportunity to examine political behavior at the state level. While the

earliest scholarship of direct democracy in state politics focused on explaining individual variation

on initiatives (Magleby 1984), most direct democracy research has been conducted at the aggre-

gate level (Gerber 1996; Bowler and Donovan 2000; Boehmke 2005; Tolbert and Smith 2005;

Boehmke and Patty 2007; Grummel 2008; Dyck and Seabrook 2010). Previous experimental and

survey studies on initiatives have focused on exploring if voters are competent decision makers

on ballot measures (Lupia 1994; Burnett and McCubbins 2013; Boudreau and MacKenzie 2014),

how ballot ordering, design, and mobilization influence initiative outcomes (Dyck and Baldassare

2009; Seabrook et al. 2015; Burnett and Kogan 2015), and whether use of initiatives leads to

efficacy among citizens (Olken 2010; Dyck and Lascher 2009). Many of these studies have fo-

cused on ballot initiatives in California or a few, select states. Thus, the study of a generalized

state ballot initiative with a nationally representative sample experiment returns the examination

of direct democracy to the empirical analyses first applied by Magleby. Additionally, the use of

a panel experiment is a novel research design in the state politics and policy literature. The pro-

posed experiment can add meaningfully to subnational scholarship, providing substantive insight

to political behavior in the states.

The role of informative cues and time

Determining what drives public opinion formation has long been studied in political science (Za-

ller 1992; Cohen 2003). Individuals will seek out—or be exposed to—pieces of information or

cues over the course of a political campaign. Individuals can have different goals in information

acquisition; however, most individuals do not directly seek out informative cues and are instead

exposed to information passively. Regardless of the quality or quantity of cues that an individual

receives over the course of a political campaign, the information gleaned from cues is leveraged by

an individual in evaluating how to vote on the candidate or issue. Thus, determining how individu-

als respond to an informational cue can help scholars better understand how evaluations are made.
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Past scholarship has examined the influence of individuals’ exposure to informative cues; find-

ing repeatedly that a partisan cue—information on how a political party feels about a candidate

or issue—tends to have a substantively large effect on opinion formation (Campbell et al. 1964;

Popkin 1994; Schaffner et al. 2001; Meredith and Grissom 2010). Partisan cues can help unin-

formed voters make more accurate evaluations on a political issue (Lau and Redlawsk 2006; Lupia

and McCubbins 1998). Policy information—cues about the substantive issues that a candidate

supports or opposes—can also influence voter evaluations of candidates (Rahn 1993). Salience of

a political issue also has a strong effect on evaluations (Arceneaux 2008; Berninsky 2009; Cohen

2003) as does an individual’s perceived trustworthiness of the policy source (Lupia and McCub-

bins 1998) and the policy source’s perceived partisanship (Levendusky 2013). Whether individuals

are asked to make an absolute evaluation of a single candidate or a comparative evaluation about

multiple candidates also influences whether partisan cues or policy information is used in forming

opinion (Riggle et al. 1992). Overall, previous scholarship has found that informational cues mat-

ter when an individual makes an evaluation on a political campaign, and that there are a number of

determinants that influence the relative effectiveness of an informational cue.

Partisan cues require less cognitive effort to leverage in an evaluation (Lau and Redlawsk 2001)

and this is why they are more likely to by used by individuals. However, Boudreau and MacKenzie

(2014) argue that the assumed dominance of partisan cues over policy information is incorrect in

part because experiments that have measured the relative impact of competing cues are rare. Addi-

tionally, when competing cue experiments have been conducted the authors note two limitations in

previous research designs. First, previous designs have relied on testing salient policy issues (e.g.

abortion) in which subjects are more likely to have substantial extant policy information and op-

portunities to form opinions prior to treatments. Second, previous experiments testing the impact

of competing cues developed substantially different treatments between partisan cues and policy

information (e.g. providing a partisan cue that is only one sentence in length and many paragraphs

of policy information).

To overcome previous limitations in research design, Boudreau and MacKenzie leverage a bal-
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lot measure election in California to test the competing influence of cues. The ballot measure

concerns a non-salient proposition on budgeting policy, negating the potential impact of voters

having previous opinion evaluations on the policy issue. Furthermore, the authors deploy treat-

ments for both party and policy cues that are equal in length and reading level, creating a more

direct comparison between partisan cue and policy information.

The results of the authors’ experiment find that individuals take into consideration more than

simply partisan cues. While individuals respond to partisan cues in line with their partisan lean-

ings, they also rely on policy information to affect their opinion. Policy information can increase an

individual’s strength of support, or opposition, for a ballot measure when the policy cue provides

information in the same directional valiance as the partisan cue. Conversely, policy information

that provides moderated or opposing arguments relative to a partisan cue can decrease an indi-

vidual’s strength of support for the ballot measure compared to an individual who only receives a

partisan cue. The results of the experiment provide a qualification on previous scholarship, finding

evidence that policy information is capable of substantively influencing an individual’s opinion

formation, even when the individual also has access to partisan cues.

Bullock (2011) further explores the relative effects of competing partisan and policy cues.

Again, motivated by the extensive body of research findings indicating the influence of partisan

cue superiority, the author tests under what conditions policy information can meaningfully impact

opinion evaluation. The author provides a lengthy treatment to subjects describing the adoption

of healthcare policy for the poor in Missouri. Within the treatments, individuals were informed

whether each political party in the state legislature supported or opposed the policy as well as nu-

merous policy outputs that the adoption of the law was expected to produce. Beyond testing the

relative influence of cues, Bullock also tests whether individuals process partisan and policy cues

differently, as the partisan cue literature posits that supremacy of partisan cues in opinion formation

is due to the lower level of effort required by individuals to interpret a partisan cue.

The findings presented by Bullock provide additional qualifications on the supremacy of par-

tisan cues over policy information. The experiments find evidence that individuals can leverage
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both types of cues when forming an opinion on a new policy issue, especially when the policy

information is detailed and expansive relative to the partisan cue. Furthermore, Bullock finds no

evidence that individuals will rely on partisan cues more than policy information when both cues

are presented concurrently. Much like Boudreau and MacKenzie, the results presented by Bullock

indicate that policy information is capable of substantively influencing individuals’ opinion on po-

litical issues.

Additional studies have examined the combined influence of informative cues and position tak-

ing of political elites (Nicholson 2011; Druckman et al. 2013), motivated reasoning (Leeper and

Solthuus 2014; Druckman 2012), and ideology (Federico and Hunt, 2013). These studies have

contributed to the literature of qualifying the relative impact of partisan cues on opinion formation.

While competing cues clearly matter in opinion formation, scholars have yet to examine how the

passage of time between cues could qualify existing results. Instead, scholars have focused on the

magnitude of framing affects, ignoring time altogether (Chong and Druckman 2007; Hansen 2007;

Sniderman and Theriault 2004). This is important since one of the limitations outlined in Bullock

(2011) stresses the importance of future research determining how the effect of cue timing may

influence individuals’ chances of using additional cues (p. 513). However, by turning to the recent

dynamic effects literature, scholars can begin to disentangle when and what types of cues matter

over time.

The study of dynamic effects on public opinion has been limited. Chong and Druckman (2010)

present the first experimental example in the literature. The authors provided individuals with di-

rectional frames on a national security policy or urban redevelopment policy in which cues were

provided over a span of days or weeks. The authors find that both the content of policy information

and when the cues were administered have a significant impact on individuals’ opinions of policy

issues. More recent cues tend to have a larger impact on an individual’s opinion formation com-

pared to cues presented earlier in the experiment.

Moreover, previous scholarship provides conflictual interpretations about the relative effective-

ness of dynamic cues. The experiments presented in Bullock (2011) and Boudreau and MacKenzie
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(2014) suggest that policy information should be capable of substantially shifting a voter’s evalua-

tion. However, the authors stress that the influence of policy information is guided, at least in part,

by the fact that both partisan and policy cues were presented simultaneously to subjects. When

compared to the large body of literature which finds that only partisan cues matter to voters it is

possible that policy information is only capable of influencing evaluations when presented directly

following a partisan cue. If this is true, testing competing cues using a dynamic design should

severely qualify previous studies’ results.

The complexities of a dynamic research design make it difficult to test the issue. However, this

lack of scholarship means that there is a need to examine how dynamic frames influence theories of

political behavior. In the real world, voters are not exposed to informative cues in a single period.

Voters instead receive information over a duration of a campaign.

For example, over the time-line of an initiative campaign, a voter might become aware of that

initiative from signing a petition to put it on the ballot or news reports about the program and sig-

nature collection. From first learning about the issue, a voter can be exposed to both partisan cues

and policy information throughout the course of a campaign. There is no limit on the number of

pieces of information a voter can receive. Additionally, there is no time constraint on when a voter

can receive information. Voters may receive multiple pieces of partisan and policy information

closely together in time—perhaps by reading a detailed newspaper article on an initiative. But

voters tend to remember few pieces of information over the course of a campaign, instead sub-

consciously processing new pieces of information (Lodge and Tabor 2013). Until a voter makes

her decision on how to vote, she may be affected by any partisan cue or policy information. Thus,

determining what cue matters and when it matters is a worthwhile task.

Research design

To test the influence of competing cues over time, I deployed a panel survey experiment on the

2016 CCES. The experiment builds on the recommendations provided in Boudreau and MacKen-
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zie (2014) by leveraging a hypothetical ballot measure election and providing cue treatments that

are all relatively the same length. The experimental design consists of one control and four treat-

ment groups. Subjects were randomly sorted into one of the conditions with equal probability at

the start of the experiment and remained in the same treatment conditions for both time periods.

To measure party identification, I used the seven-point party identification scale provided in the

Common Content section of the CCES.

After treatments were randomly assigned, subjects were provided a vignette in which they were

instructed to evaluate a proposed constitutional amendment appearing on the ballot in their state in

the upcoming election. The vignette encourages the subject to read a summation of the ballot text.1

I chose to have subjects evaluate a ballot measure proposal as it closely mirrors previous competing

cues experiments.2 Subjects read ballot language from a 2006 Florida constitutional amendment

on State Planning and Budgeting Processes.3 The amendment was chosen for three reasons. First,

it covers a politically dense and non-salient issue that should prevent subjects from having a strong

association with the outcome of the amendment prior to cue exposure. Second, the amendment

was a ballot question dated enough that any respondents from Florida in the experiment should be

unaware of the amendment’s past appearance on the ballot. Third, exposing subjects to a past con-

stitutional amendment increases experimental realism, strengthening the external validity of the

results. Amendment and treatment conditions are provided in the Supplemental Appendix. Figure

1 diagrams the conditions in the experiment.

1 The summation is taking directly from the Florida Department of Elections approved amend-

ment summary that was printed on the ballot in 2006.
2Additionally, more states allow citizens to vote on constitutional referenda than initiatives (But-

ler and Ranney 1994).
3The amendment limits the amount of nonrecurring general revenue which may be appropriated

for recurring purposes in any fiscal year to 3 percent of the total general revenue funds, unless

otherwise approved by a three-fifths vote of the Legislature. It also establishes a Joint Legislative

Budget Commission to provide for limited adjustments in the state budget without the concurrence

of the full Legislature.
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The control and treatment groups were evaluated in both time one and time two. Time one eval-

uations occurred in the middle of October 2016 and time two evaluations in late November 2016.

In time one, subjects were asked to evaluate their support of the amendment on a seven-point Lik-

ert scale. In time two, subjects were reminded that they had already evaluated the amendment in

time one. Subjects were also informed there had been a political development since their original

evaluation and that researchers wanted to evaluate subjects’ thoughts again. After receiving the

time two treatment, subjects were again asked to evaluate their support of the amendment.
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Figure 1: Research Conditions
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In time one, the control group read the proposed ballot summary of the constitutional amend-

ment, and then evaluated their support for the amendment. In time two, the control group was again

asked to read the ballot text, and evaluate support for the amendment. The condition provides a

baseline measure of support for the amendment sans cues. When compared to other conditions in

the experiment, I can leverage whether a cue has a significant impact on opinion formation.

Subjects in treatment 1 were exposed to the ballot summary and then provided with a par-

tisan cue. Respondents were informed that Democratic (Republican) state legislators support the

amendment while Republican (Democratic) state legislators oppose the amendment. Subjects were

sorted into the party order conditions at random with equal probability. After receiving the partisan

cue, subjects were asked to evaluate support for the amendment. In time two, subjects were pro-

vided with one-sided policy information. Subjects were instructed to read an article purportedly

from an independent interest group that evaluates the policy outputs of the proposed constitutional

amendment.4 The policy information cue stated that the amendment will prevent politicians from

budgeting efficiently when an economic recession occurs. The article text was similar in length

to the party endorsement treatment. Subjects were then asked to evaluate their support for the

amendment in time two.

In treatment 2, respondents received the ballot summary and partisan cue in time one. Subjects

then evaluated their support for the proposed amendment. In time two, subjects received nuanced,

moderated policy information. The cue contained both positive and negative policy outputs about

the proposed amendment. The moderated cue was from the same information source as the one-

sided policy information but contains a different set of information. After subjects were exposed

4The policy information was collected from an Orlando Sentinel’s editorial board article on the

amendment. The newspaper provided simple short pro-con arguments for proposed constitutional

amendments, using policy frames similar to Chong and Drukman. The negative policy implications

reported in the newspaper article are leveraged for the one-sided policy infromation treatment.

Both the positive and negative policy implications are used in the moderated policy information

treatment.
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to the moderated policy cue, they were then asked to evaluate their support for the amendment.

In treatment 3, subjects received a ballot summary and one-sided policy information in time

one. Subjects then evaluated support of the amendment. In time two, subjects received the ballot

summary and a partisan cue. This was the same partisan cue that subjects in treatments 1 and 2

received in time one. Subjects were then asked to evaluate support for the amendment in time two.

In treatment 4, subjects received the ballot summary and the moderated policy information in

time one. They were then asked to evaluate support for the amendment. In time two, subjects

received the ballot summary and partisan cue. Subjects were then asked to evaluate support for the

amendment in time two.

Expectations

From the proposed research design, I can disentangle if competing cues are capable of altering sub-

jects’ opinion formation over time. Either competing cues are capable of substantively influencing

opinion formation over time, or—as much previous cue taking scholarship posits—subjects rely on

partisan cues when forming opinions. The hypotheses presented below build from this assumption.

It is possible that extending the competing cues expectations to a dynamic frame setting elimi-

nates the results presented in previous scholarship (Bullock 2011; Bordeaux and MacKenzie 2014).

If competing cues are not capable of influencing opinion formation dynamically, previous scholar-

ship provides a guide as to what experimental results should be expected.

As previously discussed, scholarship in cue taking literature has found that subjects are more

likely to rely on partisan cues over policy information when making evaluative decisions (e.g. Rahn

1993; Lau and Redlawsk 2001). Additionally, the dynamic frames scholarship has found that cues

that are capable of substantively altering opinion formation are the most impactful when first pre-

sented to subjects, but these effects diminish overtime (Chong and Druckman 2010). Therefore, I

anticipate that when subjects are exposed to partisan cues, their opinion will change in the direc-

tion of the partisan cue—partisan supporting cues will lead to greater support for the amendment
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while partisan opposing cues will lead to decreased support for the amendment.

Subjects exposed to partisan cues in time one and policy information in time two should main-

tain similar levels of support in time two to find evidence in support of dynamic competing cues

having no substantive effect. Additionally, subjects exposed to policy information in time one and

then partisan cues in time two ought to show substantive shifts in support for the amendment only

after being exposed to partisan cues in time two. It is also possible that the effect of partisan cues

will diminish over time and subjects will have less intense opinions expressed in time one, though

still maintaining the same overall directional support.

Additionally, policy information may influence subjects’ opinion formation when presented in

time one while partisan cues fail to change opinion, but such substantive shifts are unlikely. Pre-

vious scholarship has found short non-partisan cues to have relatively little influence on candidate

evaluations (Riggle et al. 1992). The policy cues presented in the experiment also fail to meet the

trustworthiness benchmarks discussed in Lupia and McCubbins (1998) as the cue is provided by

an unnamed interest group to subjects.

Hypothesis 1a : Partisan cues can substantively influence opinion formation in time one.

Hypothesis 1b : Partisan cues can substantively influence opinion formation in time two.

Results that find support for hypothesis 1a and 1b would indicate that previous reported find-

ings from competing cues experiments need to be qualified. While it is possible that under certain

conditions competing cues can substantively alter a subject’s opinion formation, the result does

not generalize to when the experiment is conducted dynamically. Coupled with previous scholar-

ship in public opinion research that examines how individuals seek out information (e.g. Zaller

1992), findings in support of hypothesis 1 would indicate that competing cues rarely—if ever—

substantively influence opinion formation outside of experimental settings.

Conversely, it may be that competing party and policy cues are capable of shifting subjects’

opinions over time. The experiments presented in Boudreau and MacKenzie (2014) find evidence
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of additive effects of when policy information is presented with partisan party cues. Policy cues

that provide either a conflicting analysis of an amendment, or even moderated information about

an amendment, can weaken subjects’ opinion for the amendment. Policy information that provides

further support for the amendment—in addition to partisan cues—can either maintain or strengthen

a subject’s opinion for the amendment.

Subjects’ shifting opinion in the direction of the policy information would provide support-

ing evidence that dynamic competing cues have a substantive effect. If dynamic competing cues

work, I expect subjects exposed to partisan supporting cues in time one to have substantially lower

support for the amendment in time two after receiving policy information. Again, this is because

both policy treatments provide negative policy implications about the amendment and this would

represent the first argument against the amendment passage that subjects would be exposed to.

For subjects exposed to partisan opposition cues in time one, evidence for dynamic com-

peting cues would be conditioned on the type of policy cues presented in time two. Subjects

exposed to the one-sided policy information—additional negative information about the amend-

ment’s implications—ought to have even lower levels of support when evaluated in time two.

Subjects exposed to a moderating policy cue—additional information that provides some support-

ive information about the amendment’s implications—should have substantively higher levels of

support when evaluated in time two.

Additionally, if policy information is capable of substantively altering subjects’ opinions in

time one, partisan cues altering opinion in time two would also provide evidence in support in

favor of the hypothesis. I would expect that receiving partisan supporting cues in time two would

substantively increase support. Receiving a partisan opposing cue should substantively decrease

support.

Hypothesis 2a : Policy information can substantively influence opinion formation in time one.

Hypothesis 2b : Policy information can substantively influence opinion formation in time two.
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Finding evidence that competing cues presented dynamically are capable of substantively alter-

ing a subject’s opinion formation would provide strong support for implementing dynamic designs.

The results would indicate that previous experiments testing the influence of competing cues has

undersold the power of competing cues. The current literature has so far only tested if competing

cues are capable of changing opinion formation when both cues are presented within the same

timeframe. If evidence is found for hypothesis 2a or 2b is correct, the results would indicate that

competing information could be provided to subjects in different time periods and still lead to

meaningful change in opinion formation. This would suggest that scholars’ current understanding

of the impact of competing cues is more generalizable than previously thought.

Data

Survey data were collected from the 2016 CCES—a biannual on-line survey conducted by Yougov.

In election years, a two-wave survey is deployed, with a 20-minute survey administered in the Oc-

tober before the election and a 10-minute survey administrated in the November after the election.

Universities opt into 1,000 subject subsamples, and a nationally representative sample is drawn.

Using the CCES provides a rare nationally representative sample for an experiment on voter be-

havior on initiatives.

The national sample gathered in the 2016 CCES provided adequately sized treatment groups to

test theory. A total of 834 subjects participated in both time periods of the survey.5 Individuals who

participated in time one but did not participate in time two were dropped from analysis. Treatments

range in sample size from 151 panel respondents to 190 panel respondents. The dependent variable

is a subject’s self-evaluated support of the proposed constitutional amendment. In all treatments

5 Sample size estimates were calculated using the pwr package in R. With an effect size equal

to 0.5, significance level equal to 0.95, and power value equal to 0.8, the package estimates that

each treatment needs a sample of 64 subjects. Thus 320 individuals need to evaluated in the time

two for the experiment to have a reasonable chance of finding meaningful results.
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and in both time periods, respondents evaluated the amendment using a seven points Likert scale.

A score of 1 indicates that the subject is very unlikely to support the proposed amendment while

a score of 7 indicates that individual is very likely to support the proposed amendment. To sort

treatments by partisan supporting and partisan opposing party cues I used the seven point party

identification scale administered in the Common Content section of the study. If a subject reported

any preference for a political party, she was coded as receiving a partisan supporting party cue if

that party supported the amendment in the experiment. If the subject’s preferred party was stated to

oppose the amendment, subjects were coded as receiving a partisan opposing party cue. Subjects

who indicated that they were firm independents were dropped from analysis. Summary statistics

are reported in the Supplemental Appendix.

Results

Figure 2 presents the mean support for the amendment across treatments after evaluation in time

one. Results are presented as a dot plot with 95 percent two-tailed confidence intervals. Statisti-

cal significance was determined using unpaired t-tests. In the figure, each treatment is evaluated

against the control group. When subjects are exposed to partisan cues treatments are divided into

groups receiving either a partisan supporting or partisan opposing cue treatments.

The results of subject responses from time one comport with previous findings about cue tak-

ing; finding evidence to support hypothesis 1a and failing to find evidence supporting hypothesis

2a. Subjects who were informed that the political party they identify with supported the amend-

ment reported significantly higher support for the amendment compared to the control group. Con-

versely, subjects who were informed that the political party they identify with opposed the amend-

ment reported significantly lower support for the amendment than the control group. Neither the

one-sided policy information nor moderated policy information influenced subjects to support the

amendment at significantly different levels from the control group. Even the one-sided policy

information, a cue that provided only negative policy outputs about the amendment, failed to sub-
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stantively alter subjects’ opinions about the amendment.

If the experiment had been concluded after time one, the results would mirror previous find-

ings found in cue taking experiments. Partisan cues trump policy information, with partisan cues

capable of influencing subjects’ opinion formation while policy information was incapable of sig-

nificant opinion change. However, the findings change once competing dynamic frames are intro-

duced.
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Figure 2: Time One Amendment Opinion Across Treatments
(p-values relative to the control group reported below each interval)

Notes: Dot plot with 95 percent two-tailed confidence intervals. The
dot plots report amendment support for each treatment against the
control group. Two tailed unpaired t-tests were used to determine
statistical significance. Moving from left to right across the graph I
find significantly higher support for the partisan support cue in treat-
ment 1 (t = 4.12). I find significantly lower support for the partisan
opposition in treatment 1 (t = -2.62). I find significantly higher sup-
port for the partisan support cue in treatment 2 (t = 3.69). I find
significantly lower support for the partisan opposition cue in treat-
ment 2 (t = -3.04). I fail to find significantly different levels of support
for either policy treatment (t = 0.403, t = -0.18, respectively).
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Figure 3 presents mean opinion support for the amendment across treatments in time two of the

survey. Again, each treatment is evaluated against the control group’s support in time two with 95

percent two-tailed t-tests. There are two additional bars presented in Figure 3 as time one policy

information treatments are now subset based on partisan supporting and partisan opposing cues.

The results from time two find support for hypothesis 2b—that policy information is capable

of influencing subjects’ opinions. In this experiment, evidence for dynamic competing cues is

found in subjects who were exposed to policy information in time two. Subjects who received a

partisan supporting cue in time one, then one-sided policy information in time two report signifi-

cantly lower support for the amendment relative to the control group. It is worth noting that in time

one, subjects in this treatment group had significantly higher support for the amendment relative

to the control group. This is further evidence that policy information was able to substantially alter

subjects’ opinions as opposed to subjects simply forgetting their time one cue and reverting to the

mean. Moreover, the identical one-sided policy information cue failed to substantively alter the

opinions of subjects who received the cue in time one.

Subjects who received a partisan supporting cue in time one, then moderated policy informa-

tion in time two also reported substantively lower support for the amendment in the second time

period. Support from subjects in the treatment decreased from being significantly higher than the

control group in time one to within the same range as the control group in time two. Subjects who

received a partisan opposing cue in time one, followed by one-sided policy information in time

two maintain significantly lower support for the amendment in time two. Subjects who received

a partisan opposing cue followed by moderated policy information reported, on average, a small

increase in support for the amendment. Subjects in this group move from reporting significantly

lower support for the amendment in time one to levels of support that are within the same range of

support as the control group, although this relationship is weak.

The results in time two of the experiment also find evidence in support of hypothesis 1b. Sub-

jects who received partisan cues in time two reported similar support regardless of policy infor-

mation presented time one. Subjects who received a partisan supporting cue in time two reported
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significantly higher support for the amendment compared to the control group. Subjects who re-

ceived a partisan opposing cue in time two reported significantly lower support for the amendment

compared to the control group.
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Figure 3: Time Two Amendment Opinion Across Treatments
(p-values relative to the control group reported below each interval)

Notes: Dot plot with 95 percent two-tailed confidence intervals. The
dot plots report support for each treatment against the control group.
Two tailed unpaired t-tests were used to determine statistical signif-
icance. Moving from left to right across the graph I find that a par-
tisan supporting cue then one-sided policy information is associated
with significantly lower support (t = -2.38). A partisan opposition
cue then one-sided policy information is associated with significantly
lower support (t = -2.33). A partisan supporting cue then moderated
policy information fails to lead to significantly different levels of sup-
port (t = -0.85), as does a partisan opposition cue followed by mod-
erated policy information (t = -1.96). One-sided policy information
then a partisan supporting cue leads to higher amendment support
(t = 3.63), while one-sided policy information followed by a partisan
opposition cue leads to lower support (t = - 4.39). Moderated policy
information then a partisan supporting cue is associated with signifi-
cantly higher support (t = 3.63), while moderated policy information
then a partisan opposition cue leads to lower support (t = -4.35).
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The results from Figures 2 and 3 provide suggestive support for competing cues—in some

instances competing cues maintained a substantive effect when presented over time. In this exper-

iment partisan cues have an immediate effect on individuals’ support for an initiative, regardless

of when subjects are presented with such a cue. The effect of policy information however is more

nuanced. When presented in time one, policy information does not seem capable of producing

opinion change on the amendment. Yet, when subjects were exposed first to partisan cues then

policy information, the policy information had the larger effect. This finding changes our under-

standing of the relationship between cues and opinion formation. The results of this experiment

suggest that partisanship will always influence opinion formation. Yet, policy information can in-

fluence a subject’s opinion as well. However, this relationship is more nuanced than in previous

findings—suggesting, in this case, that policy information only changed opinion after exposure to

a partisan cue.

I now move on to more fully evaluate the treatments to further test for evidence of dynamic

competing cues. Figure 4 examines the movement of opinion change across survey time peri-

ods. I evaluate opinion change for subjects across all treatments. In Figure 4, each subgraph plots

two pairs of confidence intervals. Subjects are grouped based on the type of partisan cue they

received—supporting or opposing—and by when they received the partisan cue. Within each pair

of confidence intervals, the left-hand interval in each line plot indicates mean treatment support

for the amendment in time one. The right-hand confidence interval is the same group’s level of

support in time two. Two tailed 95 percent confidence level unpaired t-tests were used to evaluate

changes in support.

Figure 4 finds further evidence in support for dynamic competing cues. Subjects who received

a partisan supporting cue, then one-sided policy information, reported on average over a one-point

drop in support for the amendment between time periods. The change in support is significant at

the 0.01 level. Subjects who received a partisan supporting cue, then moderated policy informa-

tion, reported an average decrease of just under one-point in amendment support. The change in

support is also significant at the 0.01 level. The figure thus finds further support for hypothesis 2b,
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that time two policy cues lead to substantive changes in opinion.

I fail to find significant shifts in opinion for subjects who received a partisan opposing cue in

time one. Subjects who received a partisan opposing cue, then one-sided policy information did

not have significant shift in amendment support between time periods. Subjects who received a

partisan opposing cue, then a moderated policy cue support for the amendment increased by around

half a point on average, yet the shift is far from conventional levels of statistical significance.

Subjects who received either partisan supporting or partisan opposing cues in time two report

significant shifts in amendment opinion. Subjects who received partisan supporting cues in time

two report significantly more positive opinions of the amendment, regardless of the policy infor-

mation presented in time one. Subjects who received a partisan opposing cue in time two report

substantially more negative opinions of the amendment. The two subgraphs find support for hy-

pothesis 1b, that partisan cues can substantially shift support for amendment opinion in time two

of the survey.

Overall the results presented in Figure 4 find further support that competing cues do have a

substantive effect overtime. Figures 2 and 3 found evidence that competing cues led to unique

opinion formation relative to a control group. Figure 4 illustrates that there where substantively

meaningful changes within treatment groups between survey time periods.
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Figure 4: Opinion Change Between Time 1 and Time 2

Notes: Dot plots with 95 percent two-tailed confidence intervals. The dot plots report amend-
ment support for treatments across survey time periods. Two tailed unpaired t-tests were used to
determine statistical significance. Moving from left to right across graphs; significant decrease
in amendment support for both partisan support in time 1 treatments (t = -4.40, t = -2.90, re-
spectively). I fail to find a significant change in support for either partisan opposition at time 1
treatments (t = 1.32, t = 1.75, respectively). I find significant increases in support for both par-
tisan support in time 2 treatments (t = 4.64, t = 4.99, respectively). I find significant decreases
in support for both partisan opposition in time 2 treatments (t = -2.09, t = -2.96, respectively).
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I also conduct a difference in differences test which is presented in Figure 5 to further evaluate

the influence of competing cues. The differences were calculated using each subject’s change in

support for the amendment between evaluations. Summary statistics can be found in the Supple-

mental Appendix. Two tailed, 95 percent confidence intervals were constructed around the control

and each treatment group. In the plot, negative values indicate lower support for the amendment,

while positive values indicate higher support for the amendment between time periods. The farther

the coefficient is from zero, the larger the mean rate of change was in the treatment group.

The results presented in Figure 5 find further evidence that competing cues work when pre-

sented over time. All treatment groups experienced a non-zero mean change in support over the

survey time periods. The figure shows that subjects who received a partisan supporting cue in time

one experienced a significant decrease in support for the amendment between time periods, regard-

less of the policy information presented in time two. The change in support is also substantively

different change relative to the control group. This is additional supportive evidence for hypothesis

2b.

Conversely, the next set of confidence intervals do not find additional supportive evidence for

the impact of policy information. Subjects exposed to partisan opposing cues at time one both re-

port increased support for the amendment at time two, regardless of policy information. However,

the difference in support for these groups is not statistically different relative to the control group.

Overall, the results presented in this study indicate some support for hypothesis 2. Competing pol-

icy cues are capable of meaningfully shifting opinion formation, even when the cues are presented

at different times.

Additional evidence for hypothesis 1 is found in the last four confidence intervals. Regard-

less of policy information provided in time one, partisan cues in time two consistently lead to

substantive changes in opinion. Subjects who receive supporting partisan cues report a signifi-

cant increase in support; while subjects who receive a partisan opposing cue report a significant

decrease in amendment support.
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Figure 5: Difference in Differences
(p-values relative to the control group reported below each interval)

Notes: Dot plots with 95 percent two-tailed confidence intervals. The
dot plot reports the mean change in amendment support between time
periods. Two tailed unpaired t-tests were used to determine statisti-
cal significance. Moving from left to right along the graph I first
compare differences relative to the control group. Partisan support-
ing cues followed by either policy information cue is associated with
a significant decrease in support (t = -5.67, t = -3.85, respectively).
Partisan opposing cues followed by either policy information is not
associated with a significant change in support (t = 0.32, t = 0.99, re-
spectively). Policy information followed by partisan supporting cues
is associated with significantly higher amendment support (t = 3.62, t
= 2.28, respectively). Policy information followed by partisan oppo-
sition cues is associated with significantly lower support (t = -4.04, t
= -3.08, respectively).
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Discussion

The study of dynamic cues provides an opportunity to expand and build on theories of both cue

taking and dynamic frames. Cue taking research has, so far, only evaluated the effects of com-

peting cues when information is provided to individuals in a single time-frame. This represents

a highly abstract research design given what scholars already know about individuals’ informa-

tion acquisition. By exposing individuals to cues temporally, scholars can increase experimental

realism and more accurately evaluate the impact of cue taking in an electoral environment. The

dynamic frames research suffers from a similar shortcoming; previous studies have only exposed

subjects to a single type of cue—not competing cue types. This experiment helps to disentangle

what cues matter to individuals and when they matter.

The results of the experiment find consistent support that policy cues are important over time.

I fail to find evidence for the hypothesis that policy information in time one leads to substantive

opinion formation. However, I do find evidence for hypothesis 2b—that policy information in time

two leads to substantive changes in opinion.

The results of the experiment provide new insight into political behavior scholarship. The

assumed dominance of partisan cues in opinion formation seems to be overstated, at least from

the results presented in this experiment. I find evidence of competing cues substantively affect-

ing opinion formation, and that competing cues do not need to be presented at the same time to

substantively influence voters’ opinions. Cue treatments were separated by over a month, yet com-

peting cues were still capable of meaningfully shifting voters’ support for the amendment. The

results broaden previous findings about competing cues—which so far has only examined the im-

pact of competing cues on voters when cues were presented concurrently.

The results are an endorsement of the experimental recommendations first discussed in Chong

and Druckman (2010): static experimental design fails to capture the nuances of opinion forma-

tion. The time one results of the experiment comport with previous research about partisan cues

and policy information—namely voters seem to rely disproportionately on partisan cues over pol-

icy information. It was only when time two results of the experiment were analyzed that policy
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information was found to have meaningful influence on opinion formation. While dynamic exper-

iments can be challenging to design and conduct, researchers should at least discuss how experi-

mental theories and results could change when extended to a dynamic context.

While this experiment provides a first cut at examining the impact of dynamic cues on opinion

formation, more experimental work needs to be conducted to further understand the relationship

of dynamic competing cues. In this experiment, competing cues seem to have led to substantive

changes only when policy information was presented after partisan cues. However, the experiment

in this paper cannot directly identify the impact of each cue type over time and thus can only serve

as a starting point for further research. Further research should also vary the length of time be-

tween treatments of competing cues. By varying time between competing cue treatments scholars

can leverage when competing cues will have their largest substantive impact.

For scholars of political behavior, future research should continue to expand on how issue

salience affects the impact of policy information. A non-salient ballot amendment was useful as

it replicated the design of previous competing cues research (Boudreau and MacKenzie 2014).

Furthermore, state and local initiatives are likely to be non-salient, dense, often fiscal policy pro-

posals. However, there are salient issues that appear as ballot questions such as minimum wage,

civil rights policies, and term limits. We need to explore the implications of how salient measures

can influence the role of competing cues.

Scholars should also begin comparing the effect of competing cues on candidate election ver-

sus ballot measure elections. The body of research that has found support for the supremacy of

partisan cues over policy information has relied heavily on subjects evaluating political candidates

(e.g. Rahn 1993). Meanwhile competing cue research has used either policy issues (Bullock 2011)

or ballot measure elections (Boudreau and MacKenzie 2014) to determine the importance of com-

peting cues. Future scholarship should attempt to determine which type of cues matter most in

partisan candidate elections, non-partisan candidate elections, and ballot measure elections.

Furthermore, future experiments should test what types of policy information have the largest

substantive effect on competing cues. Lupia and McCubbins (1998) find evidence that policy infor-
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mation becomes more impactful when the source of the policy information is seen as trustworthy

by an individual. Levendusky (2013) notes that the perceived partisanship of the policy source

influences the likelihood that an individual will consider the policy information provided by the

source. Both theories posited by the authors should be analyzed in future dynamic competing cues

research.

Scholars of state politics should be interested in applying the findings presented in this experi-

ment to the broader literature on direct democracy. This experiment builds on the growing literature

on individual-level analyses of state initiatives and amendments. Scholars of subnational politics

are just beginning to examine how time influences initiative evaluations. The results presented

indicate that there is clearly a more nuanced relationship between voters and ballot initiatives that

has yet to be explored. By linking these individual level experiments to broader state-level schol-

arship a more cohesive literature on direct democracy can be formed.

Finally, the research provides advice for practitioners. The experiment sheds light on what type

information matters to voters and when this information matters to voters. Voters are responsive

to both partisan cues and policy information. Voters will respond to competing cues even when

cues are provided at substantially different times during a campaign. Political actors must consider

what information to share and when to share it in order to maximize beneficial opinion formation

within the electorate.
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